StockAlliance Non-Commercial v.1
Main conditions
1. This license defines conditions of use of product (further - Product) that is provided by a person, who
has exclusive rights for given Product (further - Copyright Owner) to final person, who accepts this
license (further - User).
2. Any use, distribution, addition into part of composite work, any modification of Product differently
than it is determined by present text of license, is prohibited. Any infringement of license’s conditions
will automatically and immediately end duration of given license and can be prosecuted.
3. By receiving the Product, User certainly accepts all of conditions of given license and undertakes to
perform it.

Conditions of Product use
1. Given license gives a right to User to legally use given Product exclusively for his own, not commercial
purposes.
2. It is prohibited to use the Product in original form, as a part of composite work that will be used for
profit.
3. Future replication, distribution and share of given Product with other Users is prohibited.
4. In case of Product’s use in commercial purposes, User must buy the license for given Product on sites
that are listed in source, from where User has got this Product, or from a Copyright Owner.

Samples
We do understand that juridical text, even simplified one, can be hard for understanding, that is why we
are giving a couple of samples of how it is possible and how it is prohibited to use the Products:

Allowed

Prohibited

To use it in decoration of Your site, blog, email distribution as long as executed resource To use in decoration of any commercial projects.
is not created with aim to earn money.
To use in production of Your presentation, report, To use in decoration of commercial exhibition,
stand in educational institution.
stands in educational institutions, etc.
To use on prints on t-shirt, cup, postcard, birthday To use in decoration of goods for sales and
invitation, etc., but not more than 10 copies for
distribution with purpose of profit-making (even in
personal purposes
free promo).

To use in decoration of home/school/student To use in any print editions, with more than 5

wallpaper.

copies, that will even be distributed for free.

To give address of site where from the
Product has been downloaded to any person
who wishes it, if You wish to share the
Product with him.

To distribute Products further even in original,
using any resources: file sharing services, local
network, e-mail, etc.

If User is not sure if he can use the Product by its license in some kind of purposes, he must contact
the
Copyright
Owner
through
the
form,
located
by
following
address:
http://www.stockalliance.org/contacts_en.html and clarify this moment.

